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THE COMMISSIONERS OF FIRE DISTRICT NO. 2 

BOROUGH OF TINTON FALLS, COUNTY OF MONMOUTH 

May 7, 2020 Minutes 

Regular Meeting 

Albert Neis called the regular meeting of the Commissioners to order at 7:30 
pm, at which time the pledge to the flag was given.  

In accordance with the Open Meetings Act, Richard Braslow read the 
following statement; “Adequate notice of this meeting has been provided in 
accordance with the Open Meetings Act by the adoption of a schedule of meetings 
and notice thereof being posted in the municipal building, being filed with the 
municipal clerk and being transmitted to the Hub and the Coaster all within 48 
hours prior to this meeting. And posted on the website and held in accordance with 
executive order in relation to virtual meetings due to the pandemic.” 

When the roll call was taken it showed Peter Maclearie, Brendan Tobin, 
Albert Neis, Charles Bell, and Mason Lewis at the meeting.  

CORRESPONDENCE  

 Mason Lewis mentioned that Two River Bank is merging with Ocean First 
and they are honoring our contract and VFIS is changing the issuing company on 
our package policy. Mason Lewis and Peter Maclearie mentioned that the Wells 
Fargo account was finally closed, and Joseph from Wells reversed the fees and 
closed the account. 

CORRESPONDENCE SENT  

 None.  

OLD BUSINESS  

 Brendan Tobin read a revised copy of a policy for insurance coverage for 
members responding to the fire stations and read it aloud. Peter made a motion to 
approve and Charles Bell seconded to approve the policy. Roll call was taken and 
all commissioners were in favor. 
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 Brendan Tobin reread his proposed revision to the policy concern chief 
vehicles. Brendan Tobin made a motion to approve the policy with a second by 
Charles Bell. Roll call was taken and all commissioners were in favor. 

 Brendan Tobin gave an update on grants and what the town has done to help. 

 Brendan Tobin spoke on the status of the complaint that was made to the 
state concerning the safety and wellbeing of members and the workplace. Brendan 
Tobin has been working closely with both investigators from the state to provide 
them with all that they have asked for. 

NEW BUSINESS  

 Brendan Tobin brought up adding Jim Ogle as a compliance officer in 
addition to a training officer. Since someone made a claim to the state that they felt 
there were safety issues with the houses and the District and Jim Ogle would be in 
place to help ensure that the compliance and safety concerns are taken care of. He 
mentioned how much Jim has been helping Brendan with the complaints brought 
to the state with compliance and workplace safety. Jim was very helpful with the 
HAZCOM program. He said that a yearly charge would be $7,500 but to finish out 
the year would be $5,000 for May through the end of the year. Chief Daniel 
Evankow voiced his concerns with what Jim has been doing with his position as 
training officer and some of the items he would be doing are already handled by 
our members. There was a discussion between the board and the chiefs of Station 1 
and Chief Ronald Neis on what the benefit, if any, would be of hiring Jim Ogle as 
a compliance officer. It was decided that the chiefs and Brendan Tobin would get 
together and discuss what shortcomings they have found and how to address them 
and hiring Jim Ogle as a compliance officer would be tabled. 

 Peter Maclearie asked about what the grant Brendan Tobin was referring to 
and Tobin said it was strictly for the radios. Peter discussed that Mason Lewis and 
Peter had discussed it and were going to work together on getting the pieces 
together to get grants concerning COVID-19. 

 Peter Maclearie discussed the ongoing discussion with Station 1 concerning 
the 2020 leases and preparing a lease for 2021 before December so we are ahead of 
the game. 
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 Peter Maclearie mentioned the pending investigations with the state and 
continuing legal issues that we must figure out how we are going to pay for it. 
Albert Neis interrupted and suggesting holding off on all excessive spending, 
stipends, and equipment not needed, until we find out where we stand with all the 
open issues, taxes and legal, we have pending. Richard Braslow suggested 
continuing the stipends.  

CHIEF'S REPORTS  

Chief Ronald Neis reported on calls and training for Northside for April. He 
mentioned that all manpower was working smartly and safely. He reviewed testing 
that has been completed for hoses and planned pump testing. Chief Neis needed to 
replace some tires that had safety issues and needs to have some more repair work 
done on 491. Chief Neis requested to not to exceed $3,000 to repair tires on 491, 
$500 to repair the electric detecting sticks that are no longer working. He also 
requested $1,390 to replace the hydrant markers we have to markers that would 
match what District 1 has. He planned to replace half now and half later. Charles 
Bell made a motion to approve the repairs to 491 and the hot sticks with a second 
by Brendan Tobin. All commissioners were in favor of expect for Albert Neis.  

Chief Daniel Evankow reported on calls and training for 36-1 for April. 
Chief Evankow mentioned that he had an application for a new member. Mason 
Lewis made a motion to approve purchasing three Scott masks for $1,050 with a 
second by Brendan Tobin. All commissioner approved expect for Albert Neis who 
voted against.  

Peter Maclearie spoke on what was being done in response to COVID-19. 
He was sent some actions that were being done currently by the chiefs and asked 
what else we could do and what we need to do going forward to keep people safe, 
like maintaining sanitizer and other items for safety. Chief Evankow said that he 
was taking action to limit people at the firehouse and keep people safe. 

PERSONNEL 

 None. 

PUBLIC 
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None. 

TREASURER  

Peter Maclearie asked Richard Braslow if Cheryl was designated as the 
QPA. He mentioned that he was working with the auditors with assistance from 
Mason Lewis. Mason Lewis made a motion to adopt the audit with a second by 
Charles Bell (Resolution 13-20). All commissioners were in favor. Brendan Tobin 
made a motion to approve the representation letter to the auditors concerning 
everything that we have given them is accurate to our knowledge with a second by 
Charles Bell. All commissioners were in favor. Peter Maclearie mentioned that the 
commercial package was up for renewal, we did not need to approve it tonight, but 
we would have to act next meeting. Charles Bell made a motion to approve the 
commercial package renewal with a second by Brendan Tobin. All commissioners 
were in favor. Peter Maclearie made a motion to adjust resolution 9-20 to clarify 
that Cheryl Parker is not only being used as the QPA but also providing various 
accounting services with a second by Mason Lewis. All commissioners were in 
favor.  

Peter Maclearie reviewed the revised bill list for May.  

BILLS  

Mason Lewis made a motion to approve the bill list for May with a second 
by Brendan Tobin. All in favor.  

Charles Bell made amotion into go into executive closed session to discuss 
litigation with a second by Brandan Tobin at 20:41 (Resolution 14-20). All in 
favor. 

Mason Lewis made a motion to come out of executive session with a second 
by Pete Maclearie at 21:02. All in favor. 

Brendan Tobin made a motion to appoint Suzanne Marasco as special 
counsel Relative to Lay Complaint with a second by Mason Lewis (Resolution 15-
20). When roll call was taken all commissioners were in favor. 
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There being no further business, a motion to adjourn was made at 21:05 by 
Peter Maclearie and a second by Mason Lewis. All commissioners were in favor of 
this motion. 

 

Mason Lewis 
-Secretary 


